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            Abstract
Electrons in atoms possess both spin and orbital degrees of freedom. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, these are independent, resulting in large degeneracies in atomic spectra. However, relativistic effects couple the spin and orbital motion, leading to the well-known fine structure in their spectra. The electronic states in defect-free carbon nanotubes are widely believed to be four-fold degenerate1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, owing to independent spin and orbital symmetries, and also to possess electronâ€“hole symmetry11. Here we report measurements demonstrating that in clean nanotubes the spin and orbital motion of electrons are coupled, thereby breaking all of these symmetries. This spinâ€“orbit coupling is directly observed as a splitting of the four-fold degeneracy of a single electron in ultra-clean quantum dots. The coupling favours parallel alignment of the orbital and spin magnetic moments for electrons and antiparallel alignment for holes. Our measurements are consistent with recent theories12,13 that predict the existence of spinâ€“orbit coupling in curved graphene and describe it as a spin-dependent topological phase in nanotubes. Our findings have important implications for spin-based applications in carbon-based systems, entailing new design principles for the realization of quantum bits (qubits) in nanotubes and providing a mechanism for all-electrical control of spins14 in nanotubes.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Few-electron carbon nanotube quantum dot devices.
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Figure 2: 
                        Excited-state spectroscopy of a single electron in a nanotube dot.
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Figure 3: 
                        The many-electron ground states and their explanation by spin-orbit interaction.
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Figure 4: 
                        Theoretical model for spinâ€“orbit interaction in nanotubes and the energy level spectroscopy of a single hole.
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        Editorial Summary
Spinning into control
Carbon-based materials are seen as promising candidates for applications such as spintronics and as spin qubits, as their electron spins are thought to be exceptionally stable. In particular, it was assumed that the effect of electron spin coupling to its orbital motion â€” a source for spin decoherence â€” is negligible. Kuemmeth et al. have now disproved this assumption. Based on a detailed set of electronic transport measurements on high-quality, clean, single-walled carbon nanotubes, they observe direct signatures of electron spinâ€“orbit coupling. The findings may lead to new design principles for the realization of qubits in nanotubes. And the observed spinâ€“orbit coupling may prove to be a valuable tool as a mechanism for all-electrical control of spins in carbon nanotubes.
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